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Thanks to your amazing support CEPAD is able to provide life–changing training and
services to families and villages in Nicaragua. Thank you!

Leadership Training Results in
Clean Water for 91 Families
Mario Aguilar Castro (photo at right) is a member of the
Community Development Committee leading his village of Ocotal. He is also a selectman in the local government, and shares
that through CEPAD’s training he has better been able to serve
his community and others in his region.
Below Mario talks about the success Ocotal had with a water
project that brought clean water for 91 families! Approximately
1/3 of Nicaraguans lack access to clean water. Your support for
leadership training made this project possible, thank you!
CEPAD Report: What project is the community
working on?

provided labor, logistics and food, which has a value of
approximately $2,650.”

Mario: “We are working on a closed capture water
project to bring clean water and sanitation and water
meters to benefit 91 families in the community of
Ocotal, Matagalpa.”

CR: What is the difference now that the project has
been finished?

Mario: “It’s visible. Now there is no problem with
access to clean water. The families
CR: “Why was it important for the “I want to give infinite thanks to are saving more due to the installacommunity to do this project?
tion of water meters and it helps to
the donors that have made
raise consciousness about the good
Mario: “Due to the population
possible the development of our use of the same [water]. The famiincrease the community was experilies are consuming clean water and
community. I want them to
encing a scarcity of potable water and
are avoiding illnesses due to the
they were drinking out of unclean
know it is not an expense, rather water being exposed to the air.”
wells and rivers.”
CR: What did you have to do to get
this project done?

it is an investment and the
results are successful…”

Mario: “First we organized ourselves as a village.
There were exchanges with other communities that
have done similar projects. We worked with organizations that support these types of projects like
PRODESSA and Agua para la Vida. They worked to
find a donor in the United States that visited the village
and collaborated to make the project happen. The cost
of the project was $72,000 dollars and our village has

CR: What message would you
give to donors who have made the
trainings possible?

Mario: “I want to give infinite thanks to the donors
that have made possible the development of our community. I want them to know it is not an expense, rather
it is an investment and the results are successful for the
community organizations that support [villages] with
small and large projects and provide accompaniment to
the families.”

Overview of Impact of Leadership Training
The 40 villages currently receiving leadership training from CEPAD, (and made possible by
you), are in their third year of accompaniment and have already received two trainings in
2017. In addition to identifying their biggest problems they have looked for funding for different projects to improve the quality of life for members of their rural villages. Below you can see
the increase between 2015 and 2016 in projects that were funded and projects that received
funding thanks to your gifts!

Projects Funded in 2016

Come visit Nicaragua on our next Donor Trip!
We are excited to offer this special opportunity to travel October 15-21,
2017 to meet the people and view the projects you are supporting. You will
also be there to celebrate CEPAD’s 45th anniversary, an occasion we would
love to have you there for! For more info please visit our website at
www.cepadnica.org/donor-delegation or write to Emily Hewes at
emily@cepadusa.org

An Important Celebrity Endorsement for CEPAD

We are so pleased and honored to

share some news of amazing support
that we have recently received from the
band U2.
CEPAD's founder, Gustavo Parajón,
was a very humble man who quietly
developed friendships with many
influential people around the world. He
almost never shared about these relationships outside of his own family.
Dr. Parajón became connected with the
band U2 in the late 1980’s after meeting lead singer Bono at a concert by
Bruce Cockburn at the Greenbelt Arts
Festival in England. Bono and his wife
Ali had visited Nicaragua and Central
America in the mid-1980’s and some of
the songs on their album, The Joshua
Tree, were inspired by that visit.

Bono and his wife, Ali, (to his left), at
the Greenbelt Arts Festival in 1987
listening to Gustavo Parajón speak.
During 2017, U2 has been on a 30th anniversary
tour of the Joshua Tree album and chose CEPAD
to be listed in the tour program as an organization the band supports. This is truly a great honor
for CEPAD and we are so grateful to be recognized in this way.

We are raising $15,000 for CEPAD’s Farmer training in the Matagalpa region. If you
would like to designate your gift for this program please let us know!
Here are a few ways your gifts make a difference!
$50 provides plants and seeds for one family
$125 pays for materials for one water capture
system
$268 supports training for one family for one year
$2,142 provides training for families in one village
for one year

A Story of Before and After (Made Possible by You!)

Before your support of Gladys: Her new water
capture system with no trees around it.

After your support of Gladys: After 6 months
of having her water capture system Gladys had
planted many trees!

Santos Gladys Rizo is a mother of 6 children
and a farmer in the village of El Bramadero 2.
Before she started working with CEPAD she
had almost no trees on her land. Now, thanks
to training and a water capture system she has
begun to reforest her land and has diversified
her crops so her family no longer has to
purchase vegetables; they can eat from what
she has planted.

didn’t participate in reforestation projects.

“I began working in my plot and using tech-

You can see that when I made my water
capture system I had almost no trees on my land,
that was six months ago. You can see the changes I have made in just these few months, I now
have planted many trees because this is
knowledge that I have gained with CEPAD and
applied on my land.
You can also see that now I have diversified
my plot by using the water from different water
capture systems that I made on my property.

niques I learned in the trainings [with
“You can see that
CEPAD]. I also planted corn with
They have helped me save a lot
cucumbers, papaya, citrus trees and
when I made my
spinach. I saw that this technique gave water capture system of money because I have been able
to use them to produce food for my
us good results. I began making
organic compost, insecticide for pests I had almost no trees family. My husband is now also
and fertilizers and repellants and I saw on my land, that was making water capture systems in his
plot, he didn’t know about these
that they gave me results. Now I don’t
six
months
ago.
..I
types of opportunities before. He
have use chemicals and I don’t burn
now have planted used to not like to go to the trainings
my plot and I don’t have to go crazy
and now he can see the achievelooking for seeds and the chemicals
many trees.”
ments and the benefits that we have
because I make them myself. I also
because now we don’t have to buy
have my water capture system.
vegetables, I have them in my plot.”
Before I didn’t have trees on my plot and I

